INTRODUCTION
The penetration depth of microwave signals in a medium is a function of its dieleco·ic properties and the operating frequency [1] . For highly conducting materials such as metals the skin depth is very small. Hence, microwaves can only interrogate the surface features in metals. Surface crack detection and sizing is a significant part of nondestructive evaluation (NDE). In many cases it is an important pmt of in-service examination of some facilities, such as aircraft fuselage, turbine blades and nuclear power plant steam generator tubings. Since 1991 several new approaches of applying microwaves to surface crack detection have been considered, and expeliments have been conducted at the Applied Microwave Nondestructive Testing Laboratory. It has been shown that an open-ended waveguide probe operating at a certain frequency range, polarization and excitation mode can be effectively used for crack detection [2] .
It is also important to detect fatigue/surface cracks under stratified dielectric coatings such as paint. Some conventional NDE techniques, such as dye peneo·ant, m·e not applicable in testing coated surfaces. Microwaves, however, propagate through a dielectric coating and can inspect the integrity of the surface below. Some measurements have been conducted to show the potential of detecting covered cracks with an open-ended waveguide.
COVERED CRACK DETECTION USING HIGHER ORDER MODES
Changes in the dominant mode characteristics of a waveguide can be used for crack detection [2] . A novel microwave nondesOuctive testing method using higher order modes for fatigue/surface crack detection has also been developed [3] . In this investigation the same technique is used to detect a crack under coated metal surfaces. A probing antenna located along the narrow dimension of the waveguide aperture is used to pick up the eleco·ic field magnitude due to the higher order modes. When scanning a metal surface, in the absence of a crack there m·e no higher order modes present. Hence, theoretically the magnitude of the measured signal associated with higher order modes is zero. However, the presence of a crack generates higher order modes, and subsequently a finite amount of signal is measured. Hence, theoretically a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of equal to infinite is achieved [3] . This very sensitive method for crack detection is the basic motivation to m1alyze using higher order modes for crack detection under coated sUlfaces.
Figures la-b show a metal sutface coated with a single layer and a multi-layered dielectric coating. In both cases the crack may be filled with a dielectric coating as well. The waveguide aperture is scanned over a metal sutface. The "Crack Characteristics Signal" is referred to the detector voltage variations as a function of scanning distance, 8, when a crack is scanned over a waveguide aperture [2] .
The microwave signal generated by the oscillator feeds a rectangular waveguide which is terminated by the metal surface under test. The higher order modes are then detected via a probing antenna along the narrow side of the waveguide (Figure 2 ). For maximum detection sensitivity this probing antenna was positioned at K=O.17. K is the ratio of the antenna location 'Iover the narrow dimension b of the waveguide [3] . 
MEASUREMENTS OF DIFFERENT CRACK SIZES
Some measurements were conducted to analyze the effect of different crack dimensions on detection. For these measurements the metal surface was uncoated. The results show that this technique can successfully be applied to detect surface cracks of different dimensions, although we have to keep in mind that an optimization is possible as will be outlined in the next sections (Figure 3 ). For a long crack with a width of W=O.277 mm and a depth of D=O.99 mm the detected signal is higher than for a crack with a width of W=O.277 mm and a depth of D=1.326 mm. Although the signal shape remains essentially the same, these results suggest that for deeper cracks the detected signal is reduced when operating at the same frequency f=12 GHz. Although only detection is desired, this effect suggests that there is a potential possibility for determining the depth of a crack by calibrating the detected signal. The signal characteristics for a broad crack with a width ofW=O.84 mm and a depth of D=1.5342 mm shows two separate peaks compared to the previous cracks. The distance between the peaks could be used to determine the width of a crack. However, this is not a good approach for width sizing, and a better one already exists [2] .
FREQUENCY DEPENDENCY
Detection of surlace cracks on coated metal surlaces is very dependent on the frequency of the dominant mode, once the probe location along the narrow side of the waveguide is fixed. For a certain environment, i.e. the expected size of cracks, the thickness and the dielectric properties of the coating an optimal frequency exists. It has been established that it is possible to choose an optimum probe location when operating at a cenain frequency [3] . The development of a theoretical code and the exact analysis of the changes in the higher order mode charactellstics should give insight into how to choose an optimal frequency for a specific environment. The experiments to show this frequency dependency (inherently the probe location dependency) were conducted on a metal specimen in which a long crack with a width of W=O.277 mm and a depth of D=O.99 mm was machined. This crack was scanned without any dielectric coating on it (flush) at 12. and 12.4 GHz (Figure 4) . The result show that at 12 GHz and for the probe location used. the detected signal is substantially higher than that at 12.4 GHz (4.7 mV compared to 0.7 mY).
MEASUREMENTS ON COATED SURFACES
When scanning a coated metal surface there are no higher order modes present at the aperture in the absence of a crack. However. the presence of a crack generates higher order modes. and subsequently a finite Ex-field signal can be measured. Hence. theoretically a signal-to-noise ratio of equal to infinite is achieved. which results in a very sensitive crack detection measurement. only limited by the measurement system noise.
The SNR will decrease when the metal surface is under a dielectric coating. This does not necessarily mean that the detection sensitivity decreases as a function of coating thickness. On the contrary. as the signal peak broadens with additional layers of coating it is easier to pick it up while reducing the spatial stepwidth of the scanner. Once the higher order modes are attenuated before reaching the waveguide aperture it won't be possible to detect a crack with this measurement method. However. for thin coatings this method is a very sensitive one for crack detection.
To demonstrate the potential and effectiveness of using an open-ended waveguide for covered crack detection several experiments were conducted. A metal specimen with a long crack with a width of W = 0.277 mm and a depth of D = 2.475 mm was used. This crack was scanned once without any dielectric coating on it (flush) at 12 GHz using the technique outlined earlier. Next. it was scanned two times and each time an additional layer of tissue paper was used to cover the crack. At 12 GHz tissue paper has the same dielectric properties as common paint. plastic. kevlar. synthetic rubber. etc. Moreover. tissue paper has a relatively uniform thickness of about 0.1 mm. Figure 5 shows the results of these measurements. The uncovered (flush) crack has a similar characteristics signal to those shown earlier. The sharp peak, characteristic to measuring the uncovered crack,consistently broadens when the crack is covered with additional layers of paper, and the signal amplitudes decay exponentially. This effect is due to radiation within the dielectric material (paper). Hence, during the measurement it is unlikely that due to a coarse scan step size, the transition comers are jumped over and not detected. This is an important practical issue, since a scanner does not need to have a high spatial scanning resolution.
Theoretically only one peak should show up when scanning the cracked surface. The difference seen in Figure 5 is explained with an imperfect alignment between the waveguide and the metal surface under test. Nevertheless, even with a certain degree of misalignment, the crack was detected in all four cases. For a thicker and lossier dielectric coating the overall signal level will decrease. However, one may cover the waveguide aperture with a known dielectric layer and use it, much like a lense, to increase detection sensitivity so that cracks covered with relatively thick coatings may also be detected [4] .
In Figure 6 an airgap was introduced instead of covering the crack with a dielectric layer. This measurement should demonstrate the potential of a non-contact measurement technique to detect cracks. A flush measurement of a crack with a width of W==0.277 mm and a depth of D==2.475 mm is compared with scanning the same crack with an ail'gap of 0.10 mm, 0.15 mm, 0.20 mm and 0.25 mm, respectively. Even for relatively small airgaps the characteristics signals change significantly. This effective broadening of the detection peak for an exposed crack occurred in all cases which made the crack detection easier. 
CONCLUSION
The preliminary results of this study are quite promising for using an open-ended waveguide and measure the higher order mode components to detect sUlface cracks on coated metal surfaces. Measuring the Ex-field due to the existence of higher order modes at the waveguide aperture turned out to be a sensitive and effective way for relatively thin coatings. The development of a theoretical code will give further insight in how to optimize the measurements by choosing an appropriate frequency, an optimized probe location once the metal surface is coated, and/or additional dielectric layers in front of the waveguide aperture.
